How often are we required to clean up our section?
The agreement is for a 2 year period which can be extended or canceled.
Can we landscape our section of the highway/roadway?
Contact our office to discuss a potential plan of action that will benefit everyone.
When and where do we get the equipment (hats, vests, signs, etc.)?
Our office will provide signs, orange vests and trash bags. These are available on the day of clean
up. Gloves are not provided but are encouraged while volunteering.
Do we get "pick up sticks"?
PFHD does not provide these. However, you can buy them at your local hardware store.
How do we practice good safety when picking up litter?
Before a group is sent out for litter pickup, our office will organize a safety course for the
volunteers. Safety equipment is provided to your coordinator and we encourage everyone to
follow PFHD’s safety tips.
Why can't we pick up litter on holidays?
Traffic tends to be greater during these times, and you are encouraged to pick up during non-peak
traffic flows, such as weekends and mid-day during the week.
What do we do if we find large or dangerous objects?
Please do not pick them up. Try to leave a bright marker or piece of tape by the object. Call your
coordinator and they will arrange for PFHD crews to pick up the object(s).
How do we report a pick up?
When the group of volunteers has completed their trash collecting the group coordinator should
contact the office. Our staff will schedule for the pickup.
How do we pick a name for our group?
The signs are intended to recognize you or your group. Many groups simply have the name of their
family or organization. You can choose to have "in memory of" a loved one.

